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Abstract 
  
This paper seeks to contribute to our understanding of the ‘mechanism by which language, language teaching 
and neoliberalism intersect’ (Block, Gray and Holborow 2012: 7). Through promoting the opportunity to 
practice English with English-speaking foreigners, English language learning has become one important part of 
the tourism industry in Yangshuo County, which now claims to be ‘the biggest English Corner in China’ 
(Yangshuo Tourism Bureau 2009). This paper examines this ‘talking to foreigners’ phenomenon to find out 
what this construction of an English Corner can tell about the changing ideologies of English in a globalizing 
China. Based on interviews with students (who are working professionals) and foreigners, as well as on 
(participant) observation, it shows how foreign tourists embodying valuable English resources are mobilized by 
local language schools for English language teaching. I also show that while the ‘English Corner’ has been 
attracting urban working professionals to come over to improve their spoken English, talking to foreigners 
nevertheless turns out to be full of constraints and tensions, which I characterize as interactional straining. I 
then discuss the significance of this finding for understanding the role of English for working professionals in a 
neoliberalizing China. I suggest that by navigating themselves among ambivalence and constraints, the working 
professionals exemplify what is meant by technology of the self.  

 
 
 

1. Introduction: A mobilities perspective on English language learning  
 
It was May 2011 and I was in Yangshuo County, a tourism site in southern China, getting ready 
to start my fieldwork by wandering around the street. The local people, noticing that my stay was 
longer than normal tourists’, started to wonder why. But somehow, they sounded like they 
already had the answer. ‘You are here to learn English, aren’t you?’ Their assertiveness puzzled 
me: just wandering around the street made me look like an English learner? Later at one local 
language school, when I asked students, who were all working professionals, why they travelled 
all the way from elsewhere in China to learn English here, they told me almost unanimously, 
‘there are foreigners’. Below is an extract from the website of Samuel Language School1, 
provided in the Q & A session as a reply to ‘Who is this school for?’:   

 
Extract 1 
 
Harry, with a bachelor’s degree, obtained his Band-6 certificate2 in English during his college 
years. He worked as a financial manager in a company in Shenzhen ... After seeing our school 
on the internet, he immediately added our website to his Favorites toolbar, and asked for a 
leave of one month to study here. But he felt that he had not enjoyed himself enough here for 

                                                 

1 All personal and institutional names are pseudonyms.  
2 College English Test, Band 6.  
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staying just one month, so he simply quitted his high-salary job and studied for another two 
months.  

When people who did not understand asked why he quitted such a good job, he explained 
like this: 1. You have all the chances in the world to make money, but there are not many 
chances like having a good time studying here. You cannot only improve your English, but 
also relax among the nice scenery of rivers and mountains. 2. The expenditures for learning 
three months here costs even less than learning for just one month in Guangzhou, Shenzhen, 
or Zhuhai. The price is so good. 3. The learning environment here is unique, and cannot be 
found in other places in China. Every night you can chat with foreigners over beer. Where 
else can you find such feelings?3  
 
As it turned out, hanging around the street has come to index something quite specific here in 

West Street, Yangshuo: learning English, or specifically, practicing spoken English with 
foreigners. Although it is a tourism site with amazingly beautiful natural sceneries, in recent 
years Yangshuo has somehow established fame for its relatively high density of foreigners in 
China (Gao S. 2012). Talking to foreigners in Yangshuo has itself become one of the major 
tourism promotions – in fact, an integral part of the so-called ‘English educational tourism’ (修学
游 xiūxué yóu).  

As we shall see, actual language learning in Yangshuo is not as glorious as this sketch might 
suggest, but even so, Yangshuo has been attracting people due to this unique opportunity of 
improving spoken English by chatting with foreigners. From its initial development of 
educational tourism in the late 1990s, Yangshuo now claims to be ‘the biggest English Corner in 
China’ (Yangshuo Tourism Bureau 2009). Around the areas where several language schools are 
located, slogans are painted along the walls, declaring the town to be bilingual, and a place to 
‘enjoy speaking English all the time’. It is estimated that there are about 30 language schools 
staffed by more than 200 foreigner language teachers, and since 2003, Yangshuo has attracted an 
average of more than 6,000 people a year coming over to learn English (He 2011: 56-57)4. In this 
paper, I examine the language learning industry in Yangshuo, but before doing so, it is worth 
first reviewing the literature on similar places of language learning in Japan and South Korea. 

Previous studies have shown that English language learning is increasingly characterized by 
varied mobilities of people, materials and semiotic resources, and these mobilities are closely 
linked up with imaginations of space and place (Park and Bae 2009: 366-367). On the one hand, 
language learners adopt transnational migration as one of their educational strategies as they seek 
to improve their English in English-speaking countries (e.g. Park and Bae 2009; Kobayashi 

                                                 

3 All extracts from the school webpage are translated from Chinese by the author, except the original English texts 
reproduced in italics. For ethical reasons, links to websites are not provided here and below.  
4 ‘English Corner’ (英语角) is actually a very common English learning activity in almost every city in China. Jin 
and Cortazzi (2002: 60) define English Corner as ‘a characteristically Chinese approach’ to learn English: ‘a weekly 
gathering in a park, a square or at a street corner where university and middle school students create their own 
learning environment with each other and passers-by, to practice English’. And, ‘in most English corners, there is 
little organization and participants simply know that they can come and speak English to other learners at particular 
times. They may talk to complete strangers to make friends with people through practicing English together at will’ 
(Gao, X. 2009: 61). Since English Corner is typically an informal gathering of people learning English at will in an 
open public space, the explicit designation and promotion of Yangshuo as an English Corner makes it a special zone 
of learning wherein the opportunity to practice English, in particular with foreigners, is supposed to be available 
anywhere, anytime in town. 
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2011). On the other hand, programs aiming at providing equally attractive language learning 
experience, but without students actually having to pass the immigration borders, have also been 
set up through what are variously known as ‘English villages/towns’ or ‘foreign language theme 
parks’ in South Korea5 (see Park 2009) and Japan (see Seargeant 2005). These English villages6 
import infrastructural materials from the West and hire staff from native-English speaking 
countries to provide students an ‘authentic’ learning environment which boasts being ‘more 
English than England itself’ (Seargeant 2005: 327).   

In South Korea, English villages have been a topic of public debate, in particular with regard 
to the pedagogical effectiveness of the programs they provide. While Krashen (2006) questions 
whether these simulated environments could actually help children acquire English since there 
has been no formal evaluation yet, in reply Trottier (2008) suggests that Krashen’s own theory, 
in particular his acquisition/learning hypothesis, input hypothesis, and affective filter hypothesis, 
all actually provide theoretical support for English villages.  

Another concern is authenticity. Looking at the case of Japan, Seargeant (2005) interrogates 
the issue of authentic English. After reviewing the changing definitions of authenticity in applied 
linguistics, Seargeant observes that with the ever increasing number of non-native English 
speakers, there is a shift in conceptualizing authenticity as no longer residing in interaction with 
native speakers but with ‘effective communication via English as a lingua franca’ (Seargeant 
2005: 332). Examining the case of British Hills, where native English speakers are employed to 
work in a simulated western environment through role-plays, providing school-age children with 
an ‘authentic’ experience of living in the West and interacting with native-speakers, Seargeant 
(2005) argues that the English village contradicts a neutral model of English as an international 
lingua franca by reproducing an ideology of nativeness (Seargeant 2005: 341-342).  

While these studies consider issues of pedagogical justification (e.g. Krashen 2006; Trottier 
2008) and the politics of authentic English (e.g. Seargeant 2005), in this paper I hope to 
demonstrate that we can also ask questions from different analytical perspectives. In particular, I 
focus on how English language learning gets defined in Yangshuo, how language learning 
proceeds here, and how the development of this language learning industry is related to the 
changing political economy of Yangshuo and ideologies of English in China. In addressing these 
issues, I hope to show how the case of the ‘English Corner’ provides insights into the 
‘mechanism by which language, language teaching and neoliberalism intersect’ (Block, Gray and 
Holborow 2012: 7). 

In pursuing lines of inquiry beyond the concerns of previous studies, I am aligning with what 
Rampton (1997a) characterizes as a retuning of applied linguistics towards the socially 
constituted linguistics that Dell Hymes (1977) identified decades ago (Rampton 1997a: 8; see 
also Rampton 1995, 1997a, 1997b, 1997c, 2006). Retuning applied linguistics like this requires 
‘tak[ing] on larger political, social or educational ideas and try[ing] to work through what they 
mean in linguistic and discursive detail’ (Rampton 1997a: 10). In a more recent book, Block, 
Gray and Holborow (2012) carry this further, observing that still  

 

                                                 

5 In fact, English villages in South Korea were first established in 2004 in response to a worrisome growing outflow 
of school-age children which can be ‘a drain on the Korean economy’ (Krashen 2006, para 2).  
6 For sake of convenience, I will simply use the term ‘English villages’ in the rest of the paper to refer to this type of 
language educational establishments, and use ‘English Corner’ for the case of Yangshuo.  
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one gaping hole in the work of many applied linguists today… is the way that so many either 
ignore the economic and material bases of human activity and social life, or only deal with 
and incorporate these bases into their work in the most cursory of manners…these economic 
and material bases of human activity and social life [are] central to discussions of a range of 
language related issues. For applied linguistics to be truly socially constituted, it must take 
full account of the political economy of contemporary capitalism (Block, Gray and Holborow 
2012: 3-4).  
 
This perspective, as we will see, can contribute a great deal to understanding the case of 

Yangshuo.  
First, tourism can be understood as a mechanism of mobility that drives the movement of 

semiotic, material and educational resources, and at the same time redefines their meanings. 
While English villages in Japan have been characterized as ‘purpose-built enclaves’ which 
‘symbolically position English outside the boundary of mainstream society’ (Seargeant 2005: 
342), the case of Yangshuo conforms more to what Sheller and Urry (2006: 214) call ‘places of 
movement’: ‘places are dynamic, they are about proximities, about the bodily co-presence of 
people who happen to be in that place at that time, doing activities together’. As I will show, the 
English Corner in Yangshuo exists in a parasitic relationship to an existing tourism community. 
In other words, it is already a place of constant flows which are then strategically managed for 
English language learning.  

Second, the management of these mobilities for language education constitutes an important 
part of the strategic development of the local economy. This interconnectivity of tourism and 
education actually has already been documented in the field of tourism management quite a long 
time ago. Cooper and Latham (1988), for example, observed that the UK government had been 
actively encouraging educational visits, and they noted that ‘there are sound economic reasons 
for attracting educational groups as they often … provide a much needed contribution to fixed 
costs at a time when there may otherwise be few visitors’ (Cooper and Latham 1988: 331). In 
section 2, I demonstrate the specific ways local entrepreneurs and the local government steer this 
language learning industry in Yangshuo by means of managing tourist mobilities as part the local 
tourism economy.  

Following on from this, people brought together under this management of flows engage in 
either expected or unexpected interactions, and to examine how these communicative 
complexities are actually lived out, we cannot safely assume what will or could occur in these 
social occasions, but have to, and can only, know through ethnographic analysis. As far as I 
know, little has been documented about how exactly learning proceeds in English villages. I will 
show in sections 4 and 5 how the development of educational tourism has sociolinguistic impacts 
on the local community, disrupting local communicative patterns to the point of what can be 
called interactional straining. 

To briefly summarize: in examining this English Corner, my intention is not to evaluate its 
pedagogical effectiveness (see e.g. Krashen 2006; Trottier 2008) or discuss the politics of 
authentic English (see e.g. Seargeant 2005). Instead, through analyzing data from policy 
documents, participant observation and interviews, I show how varied flows are managed in the 
development of the ‘English Corner’ as part of the local tourism economy (section 2), what this 
construction of an English Corner says about the changing ideologies of English in China 
(section 3), and, on a more micro level, how language learning proceeds in Yangshuo (section 4), 
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and how some salient interactional practices can be conceptualized (section 5). Section 6 
contains my conclusion.  

I now turn to examine how English language teaching becomes an integral part of the local 
tourism industry by means of strategically managing tourist mobilities.  
 
 
2. English Educational Tourism and Its Strategies of Mobilization  
 
On a hot sunny afternoon, I paid a visit to one of the popular language schools to see whether 
there could be opportunities for me to do research there. Hearing my intention, one of the 
working staff at the office replied  
 

‘our Principal Zhang is now on his business trip elsewhere, and won’t be back in a few days. 
Well, actually we always have people who want to interview him, but they are from the media; 
you’re different. Maybe you want to go downstairs to talk to the manager’.  
 
As it was, I did not carry out my research in this school, but at the manager’s office, some 

brochures and newspapers on display caught my attention. In full coverage and continued on 
page 2, the first page of the school newspaper reports an interview that the principal Zhang had 
with Guilin Radio Station, wherein he explained in detail his ‘FACES successful English 
learning method’:  

 
Extract 2  
 
My method is to ignore grammatical concepts like tense and others completely, and start 
straightaway from having conversations with foreigners. … We should not think of English as 
knowledge, but as an everyday skill - just like we don’t really need to know about physics to 
learn to ride a bike. So my method can be called “learning by doing”, which is one important 
theory of the American pragmatist Dewey’s. ... Face means lian, mianzi. I must say we 
Chinese people have good English competence, and actually some are quite excellent. But we 
tend to be shy and dare not speak aloud. …we should not care so much about mianzi – just 
open your mouth even if you could make mistakes. So our FACES learning method, to say it 
in English, is I enjoy losing faces in order to leaning my English way [sic]7.  
Each character, as he further elaborated, stands for one sub-method of learning English: 
F: face to face with foreigners 
A: Ask and answer 
C: Change and change - change one sentence to ten sentences; change short sentences to  
     longer sentences 
E: English to English 
S: Swimming successfully 
 
Actually as I got to learn later, Zhang is well known in Yangshuo as the very first person to 

open an English language school as early as 1993. And Zhang’s school, as well as his FACES 
method, also served as an entrepreneurial model for the other schools that were to appear later. 

                                                 

7 This is translated from Chinese by the author, except the italics.  
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This FACES method, which emphasizes learning English through face to face communication 
with foreigners, reproduces the ideology of what Block (2002: 120) calls McCommunication. As 
I will elaborate in section 4, it is this commodified and rationalized opportunity to talk with 
foreigners that attracts students to Yangshuo. So how did a private language school somehow 
initiate a language teaching industry as part of the local tourism economy? How is this related to 
the changing political economy of Yangshuo? I explain this sociohistorical process in the next 
two subsections, and further explore what this FACES method implies for students and 
foreigners in sections 3 and 4.    

 
 
2.1 Contingent exploration of the exception 
 
The idea of opening a language school first occurred to Zhang in the early 1990s. By then, he 
had been working for several years in Yangshuo, first as a restaurant owner and then a tour guide, 
after quitting his state assigned position8 in aquaculture in 1987 in Hunan Province. At the same 
time, in 1993, during the early stage of China’s turn to a market economy, the idea of opening a 
private language school was completely unheard of.  It was too creative, if not entrepreneurial or 
capitalistic, to be approved by the local Yangshuo authorities. Besides, private English training 
enterprises were almost non-existent9 in China, though English language had been a school 
subject nationwide since the late 1970s. To further complicate the picture, Zhang did not have a 
local hukou. Nevertheless, the plan later got approved when two senior officials at the local 
government thought that maybe they should let him have a try, on the condition that it should 
start first within the public educational system at one local public primary school. Through 
inviting foreign travelers to teach at local public schools, this trial produced positive feedbacks 
from the children and their parents, and the first private language school was opened in 1993. 
However, as a tentative and potentially controversial private enterprise, this first English 
language school was not in fact officially named as a language school at all, but as a culture 
exchange centre. Besides, the school was running on a small scale with only a few students from 
local Yangshuo. The teaching of English combined classroom instruction with outdoor travelling 
with international tourists, so that students could practice their English when Zhang managed to 
have some international tourists to guide around (Summary notes from interview with Samuel10). 

The turning point came in 1997. Li Yang, an English teacher who had already established his 
fame nationwide came to the City of Guilin to promote his ‘Crazy English’11, a unique method of 
practicing spoken English by shouting out loud without the fear of losing face (for details, see 
Bolton 2003; Gao X. 2012). Zhang was very eager to meet his entrepreneurial idol and they were 
later able to cooperatively hold the first English Summer Camp in Yangshuo in the summer of 
1999. The celebrity effect of Li Yang and his ‘Crazy English’ helped Yangshuo gain its fame 
almost overnight - a place to practice English with foreigners (Yangshuo County Chronicles 
2003).  

                                                 

8 The labor system of government assigned job, known as the iron rice bowl, operated in China until the early 1990s, 
when transformation into a socialist market economy was officially declared by the central government in 1992.  
9 Private/individual tutoring is not considered as enterprise here.  
10 Samuel is the principal of Samuel Language School, and turns out to be Zhang’s brother. English pseudonyms are 
used for the school principal and students, because it is the general practice for everyone at the school to be 
addressed by an English name.    
11 Crazy English is also the name of Li Yang’s English training institute established in 1995 in Guangzhou. 
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This successful event prompted the government to start reconfiguring the significance of 
private language education in Yangshuo against the backdrop of a more mature market economy, 
and of changing ideologies of English in China at large, as I will elaborate later. Different from 
the tentative approach taken in the earlier 1990s, the 1999 governmental plan explicitly stated 
that this very first private foreign language school should be strongly supported (Yangshuo 1999: 
54-55). And under supportive government policies, more private language schools were then 
established, targeting domestic travelers with a tuition fee far beyond the affordability of 
Yangshuo local residents. In this historical process, English in Yangshuo comes to acquire 
economic value, and English-speaking international tourists, embodying these valuable English 
resources, thus become moving subjects to be managed for the ‘territorial concentrations of 
resources’ (Sassen 2002: 2, as cited in Hannam, Sheller and Urry 2006: 7).  
 
 
2.2 Assembling flows of English resources 
 
To attract international travelers to be English language teachers, schools now put recruitment 
advertisements not only on their official websites, but also on popular backpacker websites like 
Couchsurfing.  Or they simply put an advertisement board on the street. Due to the temporariness 
of tourists’ stay, local schools usually offer three types of flexible teaching positions: volunteer, 
part-time teacher, and full-time teacher. Volunteers usually work for a few weeks, unpaid but 
provided with free meals and accommodation, while part-time and full-time teachers, as well as 
receiving the meals and accommodation, are waged with required teaching hours. They tend to 
be better qualified than volunteers, and usually come from the so-called native English-speaking 
countries with college degrees, teaching experience and/or TESOL certificates12. But in all three 
cases, the contract could be short-term, varying from just a few months to one year.  

As can be expected, when asked how they ended up teaching here, all the seven teachers I 
interviewed gave me touristic reasons, as Cathy explained below:  

 
Extract 313  
(Interview with Cathy, 29 yrs old, American) 
 
Shuang: how did you decide to come here to teach English? 
Cathy: well, I first decided to come here just because I had been to China in 2008 and 

2009 and really wanted to come back and stay for a longer time. 
Shuang: you mean at Yangshuo or anywhere in China? 
Cathy: just anywhere in China. I wanted to stay for a longer time. But I realized to stay,  

you have to make money @ somehow, and have some way to pay for things @ so 
I had thought a lot about teaching, because if I was a teacher then I could make 

                                                 

12 The specific qualifications of the teachers can also vary due to the seasonal change of the English industry. During 
summer vacation time (usually from mid-July to the end of August in China), for example, school-aged children 
would come over for about one month. This temporary increase in student numbers may result in schools hiring 
foreign tourists less qualified. For instance, during my stay at Samuel’s in July 2011, a middle-aged American 
tourist from Alaska had come over to learn Mandarin at the school’s Chinese language training centre (established in 
2005), but was asked by the Principal to teach some English classes, which she did during her entire stay of about 
three weeks.    
13 @ indicates laughter.  
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some money and also stay in China. And I remembered Yangshuo and how 
beautiful it was. So I just started to look on the internet for schools in Yangshuo, 
and [name of the school] came up@. …But I knew that this was a nice city, and I 
knew that I would enjoy it, because I had already visited here. I wanted to go back 
to a city that is a little bit familiar to me, but I didn’t want to go to too big of a city. 
Beijing and Shanghai are like, are so big. So I didn’t want to go there, and I like 
being outdoors, and being very active. I knew Yangshuo has a lot of activities, so. 

 
David, the only teacher who mentioned teaching as his main reason for being here, 

nevertheless said that he would not have been here if it was not Yangshuo, because here he could 
eat western food and enjoy his hobbies - biking, hiking and photographing: 

 
Extract 4  
(Interview with David, 41 yrs old, American) 
 
Shuang: after 5 years, why did you decide to come here to teach? 
David: I had changed careers back in America from finance to teaching, and teaching 

jobs were very difficult to come by in America. So I thought teaching in Asia for 
a while might be exciting. And again I remember from my trip that I really liked 
Yangshuo. So yeah that’s how I end up here, yeah. 

Shuang: So actually this time you are here mainly for teaching English? 
David: For teaching English, yes. 
… 
Shuang:  why did you choose Yangshuo, to teach? 
David: Again I think it’s a very pretty area, and I like cycling a lot, hiking a lot. It’s a 

very good place, even though not as nearly good as it was five years ago….In 
other words, I would rather live in Yangshuo than many other places in China, so 
if they offered me the job somewhere else in China, it’s very possible I would not 
take it.  

Shuang: because here you can enjoy some of the western… 
David: because there’s this little bit of western food, if I do occasionally want that. And 

also I like the recreational opportunities here for biking and hiking, you know, 
that would not happen somewhere else in China.  

 
More specifically: the reasons for taking up teaching positions include supporting themselves 

financially to enable touring around (Cathy, Jason, Sam, Steve), biking, cycling, photographing 
(David), and rock-climbing (Peter). For Philip and Peter, teaching here could also very easily get 
them visas so that they could stay much longer for rock-climbing and doing business14. 

                                                 

14 This group of people, who work to support their own travelling, has actually been observed for centuries, 
variously termed as drifters, nomads, wanderers, and long-term budget travelers. But whatever they are called, all 
these tourist-workers, Uriely and Reichel (2000: 270) observe, ‘share the tendency toward low spending as a result 
of…their wish to experience a long-term trip despite budget restrictions. In order to finance their prolonged trip, 
they also tend to engage in occasional and usually short-term employment during their trips. The jobs that they take 
are usually not related to their education, training, or skills. … Their involvement in these kinds of work is 
obviously not part of an occupational career. Yet, it is instrumental in terms of financing this touristic pursuit’. 
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This pattern of recruitment points to how the English language is mobilized and commodified 
for establishing a language learning industry under the changing political economy of Yangshuo. 
Specifically, this historical process conforms to what Ong (2006) calls ‘neoliberalism as 
exception’. In examining the market economy in Asia in general and in China in particular, Ong 
(2006) proposes that neoliberalism can be defined as ‘a new mode of political optimization…. a 
new relationship between government and knowledge through which governing activities are 
recast as nonpolitical and non-ideological problems that need technical solutions’ (Ong 2006: 3). 
Exception, on the other hand, is conceptualized in a broad manner ‘as an extraordinary departure 
in policy that can be deployed to include as well as to exclude’ (Ong 2006: 5). In Asian societies, 
Ong observes, ‘neoliberalism as exceptions is introduced in sites of transformation where 
market-driven calculations are [being] introduced in the management of populations and the 
administration of special spaces’ (Ong 2006: 3). In the case of Yangshuo, the former culture 
exchange centre was first established in the early 1990s as a contingent economic form. It laid 
the ground for the later strategy of ‘assembling flows’ (Ong 2005) against the background of a 
more mature market economy in the late 1990s, leading to the establishment of the biggest 
English Corner in China15. 

I have shown so far how international touristic flows are managed in the development of the 
‘English Corner’ as part of the local tourism economy. However, the establishment of Yangshuo 
as an English Corner, as well as the FACES method the English Corner builds on, represents not 
just a business strategy. The commodification of English must also correspond to a market where 
English is in demand. To understand the case of Yangshuo therefore also requires an 
understanding of the larger context of changing ideologies of English in China. Indeed, when 
talking with teachers about their students at the school, one recurrent issue teachers observed 
with great interest was how students ended up in Yangshuo learning English and what English 
meant to them. One teacher David said,  

 
‘I find their stories interesting. They came from all over China, you know, sometimes from far 
away, and they come here, often quit jobs, and come here to better their English, so I think 
that’s interesting. It takes a lot of risk and commitment. And I respect that.’  
 
Peter, the most senior teacher in Samuel Language School, also testified to this career-

orientedness of Chinese students. He compared his Chinese students with the Japanese ones he 
used to teach in Japan:  

 

                                                 

15 Ong (2006) also keenly observes that there is always the interplay between ‘neoliberalism as exception’, and 
‘exception to neoliberalism’. She notes that ‘exceptions to neoliberalism are also invoked, in political decisions, to 
exclude populations and places from neoliberal calculations and choices. Exceptions to neoliberalism can be modes 
for protecting social safety nets … In other words, exceptions to neoliberalism can both preserve welfare benefits for 
citizens and exclude noncitizens from the benefits of capitalist development’ (Ong 2006: 4, italics original). In the 
case of Yangshuo, this can be seen in the fact that while language schools exist as private enterprises, they are also 
supposed to provide welfare benefits to local Yangshuo residents. Samuel Language School, for example, as one of 
the most popular language schools in Yangshuo, also provides one separate teaching program for local Yangshuo 
college-aged students only. The tuition fee for one semester in this program costs less than a normal 4-week tuition 
fee for regular non-local customers. Indeed, this program is separately run in a remote location far from the school 
district. This language learning program as a social welfare thus caters to the needs of the locals to improve English, 
instead of constituting a part of the educational tourism economy. 
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‘I think, I think Chinese students seem to be more career-oriented. You know, in Japan, a lot 
of my students were, one of the questions I usually ask my students is why do they study 
English. Some of my adult students in Japan, you know, well, I’m bored, or I want to have a 
hobby, so I study English, or a common answer is like I want to travel. It will make it easier to 
travel (see Kubota 2011). But like all of my students in China they say you know I want to get 
a better job’.  

 
Jason, who had been teaching for more than 9 months, also confirmed this: 

 
‘when I meet my students, I always let them introduce themselves, and a lot of them just say 
straightforward, that I want more money, you know. English, if I learn English, I can get a 
better job than somebody else who maybe doesn’t speak English, make more money, yeah’.  
 
So, what exactly does this construction of English Corner say about the changing ideologies 

of English in China? The next section looks more specifically at who the students are and why 
they learn English against the larger context of a globalizing China.  
 
 
3. English Market and the Neoliberal Self in a Globalizing China 
 
Since the late 1990s, China’s economy has grown at an unprecedented speed, and the amount of 
foreign investment and the number of foreign invested companies has kept increasing (Pang, 
Zhou and Fu 2002). This growing integration with the global market has made preparing 
personnel with knowledge of business English an important and urgent issue for China’s 
development. In 2001 for instance, right after Beijing won the bid for the 2008 Olympics, and 
just a few days before China officially became a member of the World Trade Organization, 
People’s Daily, one of China’s major national official newspapers, issued a report titled ‘More 
Chinese Value Communication Skills’. As reported, Stephen E. Lucas, Professor of 
Communication Arts at the University of Wisconsin, had arrived to lecture on ‘China, 
globalization and public speaking’ at the University of International Business and Economics in 
Beijing. The participants were said to have acknowledged the need to learn ‘western style 
communication skills’, and expressed that ‘the cautious Chinese tradition of public speaking’ 
now needs some change’ (c.f. section 2.1). ‘As China remains the fastest-developing economic 
power worldwide’, the article ended, ‘more Chinese people have to learn to voice their thoughts 
in a globally accepted way’ (People’s Daily 2001).  

Against this backdrop, two significant changes have been observed in the recent 
developments of English language education in China: the import of Communicative Language 
Teaching (henceforth CLT) from western language teaching methods to improve Chinese 
people’s communicative competence in English since the 1990s, and the privatization and 
industrialization of English education around the same time.  

In contrast to the former emphasis on grammar-structural knowledge, ‘communicative 
competence in English’ is specified as the main objective of English teaching in a series of  
national English syllabuses issued in 1992, 1993 and 1996 (Hu 2005: 10-11). At the same time, 
two national English tests, the Cambridge Business English Certificate (BEC) test, and the China 
Public English Test System (PETS), with the emphasis on spoken English, were introduced in 
1993 and 1999 respectively (Pang, Zhou and Fu 2002: 203). During the first decade of 21st 
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century in particular, CLT as a supposedly advanced western language teaching method was 
intensely promoted nationwide in educational institutions (Hu and McKay 2012: 347-348). Its 
implementation has, however, turned out to be problematic, for reasons listed as ‘lack of 
necessary resources, big class size, limited instructional time, teachers’ lack of language 
proficiency and sociolinguistic competence, examination pressure, and cultural factors’ (Hu 2002: 
94; see also Liu 2007: 30-31).  

Despite these well acknowledged pedagogical difficulties, as well as ideological critiques (see 
Block 2002; Pennycook 1994), communicative competence in the English language still bears 
great importance for Chinese people in general. And improving one’s English outside public 
educational institutions flourishes thanks to the increasing number of private English training 
centers. Under the market economy, private enterprises of English language teaching have 
quickly become important players in a fast expanding market of English, with people taking 
more initiative and making extra financial investment to improve their English (Hu and McKay 
2012; Wang 2004). This is reflected in the vibrancy of personal investment in English learning as 
people aspire to and compete for upward social mobility (Mok and Lo 2007: 5; see Park 2010a, 
2011; Park and Lo 2012; Piller and Cho 2013 for the similar case of South Korea). It is within 
this national context that we see the vibrant development of private language teaching industries 
(for details, see Wang 2004), like Yangshuo in the present case.  

In Samuel Language School, the language learning program defined the way English should 
be learnt, in line with the FACES method (see section 4.2), as well as learning objectives, and 
these differed from what is usually expected in an exam-oriented society, particularly when it 
comes to learning English (Pan and Block 2011). For example, the school countered the 
traditional view of learning by emphatically defining its objective in the following way:  

 
Extract 5 
 
the purpose of coming to our school should be to quickly improve your language use skills, 
like speaking, listening, communicating etc. within a short period of time. If you simply want 
to improve your grammar or test-taking skills, just don’t come.  
 
The FACES method, therefore, reproduced the ideology of McCommunication, which Block 

defines as ‘treating interpersonal and workplace-related communication as a set of technical 
skills that can be defined, made more efficient, quantified, predicted and ultimately controlled’ 
(Block 2002:121).  McCommunication emphasizes ‘not only that process relies on a frame which 
over-rationalizes communication, but also that this frame is commodified and spread around the 
world’ (see also Pennycook 1994: 170-174 for a critique of CLT).  It is this commodified and 
rationalized opportunity to practice English by speaking with foreigners, as justified by the 
FACES method, that attracted the students here.  

Almost all the students16 I interviewed were working professionals in companies with 
international businesses, and 17 of them were from Guangdong Province, Guangxi’s neighboring 
province. They might or might not have college degrees and most were actually working 
migrants in economically vibrant and competitive cities in southern China. All of them had left 
or were intending to change their jobs when deciding to come over to learn English. With years 

                                                 

16 The only exception was Lucy. She was learning English to prepare herself for the job market after several years of 
being a housewife.  
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of working experience, learning English represented a calculative choice and reflexive decision 
in relation to the dynamism of the global economy and the labor market (Ong 2007: 4-5).  As Jon 
told me: 

Extract 617 
(Interview with Jon, 36yrs old, salesperson worked in Guangdong; had been studying in 
Yangshuo for seven months) 
 
Shuang:  why did you decide to quit your job? 
Jon: because it’s not easy to get more order in the market now….because it is difficult 

time for many companies. Maybe in this financial crisis, many companies meet, 
meet, er, er, this difficulty, so so I think I must I have to learn something to 
improve myself, and looking for another job. 

 
This discourse of improving oneself was also echoed by other participants, as they looked 

forward to ‘the promise of English’ (Park 2011), that is, a better job with higher pay: 
 
Extract 7 
(Interview with Zed, 25 yrs old, car parts production supervisor, worked in Hunan, had been 
studying here for more than one year) 
 
Zed: I made a plan about my future, so I came here to study English  
Shuang: what is your plan? 
Zed: I want to go abroad to study and work there, I quit my job. …actually that’s why I 

quitted the job. I didn’t pass the exam for the job promotion. I was the supervisor 
in the department, and I had to pass the exam to become the manager. I didn’t 
pass the exam.  

Shuang:   what the exam is about? 
Zed: it’s about knowledge, and relationship, and professional skills, and also English. 

Because they use English for the interview, every part I did a good job, but 
interview it’s very very bad. …They have three men [examiners], they asked me 
many questions about cars, my hobbies, and something. I didn’t answer, because I 
didn’t know their meanings. It was not very difficult questions. 

 
Extract 8 
(Interview with Tina, 22yrs old, salesperson working in Guangdong; had been studying in 
Yangshuo for two months) 
 
Shuang: so English your English is not good enough for your work? 
Tina: some of what I learnt from university [about English] is not helpful enough. I 

want to change another job. They want PET-418.  

                                                 

17 Interviews with students were carried out mostly in English, though Mandarin was also used occasionally. All 
transcripts are presented in their original forms without editing, here and below. English translations are provided 
right after the Chinese originals in [bracketed italics]. 
18 There are five levels of PETS (the Public English Testing System), from level 1, the most basic, to level 5 the 
most advanced. 
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Shuang: you want to change your job, so 
Tina: I have no choice.  
Shuang: what kind of job, that one needing PET-4 or 5? 
Tina: I still want to do international business. I want to be a manager, not just a staff. I 

don’t always be a staff or worker. If I learn English well, I get promotion….I want 
to handle more business issues. You must very clear, and others. I can’t do it. I 
have not enough confidence. I have to improve myself.  

 
For all my student participants then, learning English was supposed to better prepare 

themselves in the increasingly competitive job market in China. In the transformative turn from 
the planned to a market economy, the assignment system, wherein people’s work should be 
assigned by the state as an ‘iron rice bowl’ (life-long tenured job), was gradually replaced since 
the late 1990s by a labor market, which means people were encouraged for the first time to work 
for a workplace and at a position of their own choice (see Hoffman 2010). But the most 
extensive changes came after Deng Xiaoping’s South China Tour in 1992 (Bian 2009). The 1992 
South China Tour was meant to open China to the market economy through neoliberalism as 
exception (Ong 2006), and it was at this time that Deng Xiaoping made his famous remark that 
‘to be rich is glorious’, re-managing the population by fostering self-actualizing or self-
enterprising subjects (Ong 2007: 5). It was this year that marked the beginning of unprecedented 
mobility in China, both inter-city and rural-urban, with people plunging into the sea of the 
market, and layoffs becoming the societal routine (Bian 2009: 177).  

It is in this historical process that we see the growth of common Chinese professionals, who 
constitute the emerging Chinese middle class, as both the key players in the rising market 
economy, and yet also the most direct targets of neoliberal thinking, with constant pressure to 
become ‘educated and self-managing citizens who can compete in global knowledge markets’ 
(Ong 2007: 6).19 ‘Neoliberalism’s metaphor’, as Ong (2007: 5) sharply and succinctly points out, 
‘is knowledge’, defined as those skills which can generate economic returns. Under the dual 
pressure of job insecurity and thus constant need for self-improvement, the Chinese working 
professionals are supposed to practice ‘self-enterprise and self reflexivity in the face of market 
uncertainty’ (Ong 2008: 184), and even have to take further risks, including quitting jobs to learn 
English, the language that defines what ‘success’ means under globalization, as put forward by 
the school’s slogan ‘success in English, success in life’ (see also Blommaert 2010: 55-56).  

However, as indicated earlier, English competence is not just part of the requirement of the 
labor market. As a technology of self, it is also an indicator of one’s capability and competence, 
and the lack of it could even become a target of contempt from employees. For instance, Amy, 
with almost ten years’ working experience at an international company, was already a manager 
in charge of her company’s business transactions with about 19 countries. She nevertheless 
quitted her job, not just because of her incompetence in English, but also because, she said, this 
led to disrespect from her employees. Here is what she told me when I asked her how she 
decided to learn English:  

 

                                                 

19 This does not necessarily amount to the total elimination of bureaucracies as favored locations for employment in 
China. As Bian (2009) points out, there are still ‘advantageous groups’ who are able to find or keep their jobs 
through skillfully using the state hierarchy and/or various other social networks and connections (guanxi) (see also 
Ong 2008). In the words of Philip, learning English for upward social mobility ‘is only for those without relations’.  
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Extract 9 
(Interview with Amy, 30yrs old, manager of a company in Guangdong; had been studying in 
Yangshuo for about ten months) 
Amy: [While working in Vietnam] I sometimes speak Chinese, sometimes Vietnamese, 

but I also have assistants for translation. Most of the time, I have to use picture 
and body language to communicate@@. So I came here to study English. This is 
one reason. Another reason, ten years ago I had this dream of studying English, 
but at that time I did not have enough money. When I came to work in 1997, I 
was just a worker at the bottom. Though as a worker, I don’t really need English, 
but at the company, I saw many graduates from universities, they had high salary, 
and I admired them, so I really want to learn English, to get opportunities, higher 
position, higher pay.   

Shuang: Why English is still important? You had already become a manager… 
Amy: Because I want to be 00正言顺的经理 [manager in the real sense of the word] . No 

complaints from my employees. Sometimes my assistants would compare with 
me in a quite sensational way. Just like, why you don’t know English and you can 
get higher salary than us? And if I let them do the translation, 有时候假装没听到, 尤
其是 pay day [they sometimes pretended they didn’t hear me, especially when it’s 
the pay day]. I can feel that. Sometimes I asked them to do some extra work, they 
refused me. They said ‘I don’t like to work overtime, because my salary is too 
low, my position is low, you can do it, don’t ask us’. @@  

Shuang: but you are the manager 
Amy: sometimes they just leave the company without getting the salary. They just quit. 

They told me they think it’s unfair, they think the salary is too low. 
Shuang: So what English really means to you? 
Amy: I can do my future work well without translators. If I have a high position, I also 

need an assistant, but not for translating.  
 
In this sense, English has become sociolinguistic stereotype through a neoliberal logic, 

according to which command of English could not only help maximize profit-making, but maybe 
more importantly, authenticate a professional identity that must be enacted through the 
demonstration of English as proof of legitimacy, credibility and authority (Wee 2008: 261-264). 
In other words, good English represents dedicated investment in self-development, a professional 
morality and an ideal subject under neoliberalism, and a lack of it would indicate less initiative 
and commitment, inviting questioning, doubt, distrust or even contempt. As Park (2010: 25) 
observes, English has become ‘an index of an ideal way of being in the global world’. It is in this 
neoliberal turn that Chinese working professionals in the present research started their quest for 
English in the hope of a better self and a better future.  

The next section looks more closely at how students learned English in this English Corner. 
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4. Learning English in Yangshuo 
 
4.1 Talking to foreigners all over the place   
 
As already mentioned, talking to foreigners so as to improve English is the very reason that 
attracts people to come to Yangshuo, as Dan and Zed, two students at Samuel’s, said below:  

 
Extract 10:  
(Interview with Dan, 24yrs old, salesperson working in Guangdong; had been studying in 
Yangshuo for about half a year)  
 
Dan: because we did research, because Yangshuo is good because Yangshuo is so quiet 

environment, it’s good for study English. 
Shuang: why good for study English? 
Dan: because I check on the internet, there are so many foreigner person. You know at 

Shenzhen, if you want to speak to foreigner, they don’t care about it, they don’t 
care you, because they are business man. They don’t want to talk too much with 
you. But now, there are so many tourists, foreign tourists, you can speak to so 
many tourists. 

 
Extract 11 
(Interview with Zed, 25yrs old, department supervisor at a car parts manufacturing company 
in Hunan; had been studying in Yangshuo for more than one year) 
 
Shuang: do you think it’s good to learn English here? 
 Zed: yes. you get many chances to talk with foreigners. 
Shuang: you mean at school or just around here? 
Zed: both, even the travel guide, the assistants at the restaurants can   speak English. I 

think it’s a wonderful place. Like I just said, there are so many foreigners from 
different countries, you can hear a lot of different English from different countries, 
from different people. So I think it’s good for your listening. Also, you can get so 
many information from other countries, and customs, like traditional things, you 
can learn so many things.  

 
Like the students, the teachers I interviewed also explained to me how Yangshuo provides 

students with many opportunities for interactions where they could practice English. Jason, 
having taught at the school for almost nine months, even commented on English learning in 
Yangshuo as follows: 

  
Extract 12  
(Interview with Jason, English language teacher from South Africa) 
 
You know, I know people who have just learnt English from hanging around bars and talking 
to foreigners. And they tell me like - and they are students even; they come to school - they 
are like they waste their money in the language school; they can spend less money going to 
the bar, getting drunk every night, and they learn a lot more useful English. So I, you know, I 
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try to tell the students like, a lot of you tell me every day that you study for a long time, but I 
never see anybody in town socializing or trying to speak to foreigners. And then some people 
who do, and they are, and it does makes big improvement in their English, you know. So I 
often tell them like, why don’t you guys go out, and even if you speak to one foreigner for 30 
seconds, and you leaves, you know. Like, I do always try to encourage them to do that, 
because like they might meet someone they never gonna see them again, they must, they must 
not feel so shy.  
 
Jason was quick to correct himself when realizing that he might have just said something 

inappropriate (we were having the interview in an empty classroom). ‘I don’t say [going to the 
bar os] better’, Jason added,  

 
‘I tell them it can only add, add to their, it’s like, learning, learning to do something which 
you’ve never practising, you know. They only have a little bit of time at classroom to practise. 
So that’s great you have to come to school and you’re gonna learn a lot here. But if you go out 
and practise more, it will speed up your English learning a lot more faster you know’.  
 
While encouraging students to go out sounds like a valid suggestion, here one cannot help 

wondering how exactly students learned at the school, and what kind of teaching was provided 
there. From the ten lessons at different levels I observed, the classroom learning generally 
proceeded as follows.  

Everyday, students had three lessons, two morning lessons, one afternoon lesson, each lasting 
100 minutes, with ten minutes’ interim break. Each lesson was taught by a different teacher, and 
the contents of the lesson were rather random. The school provided no textbooks to work with, 
so teachers would prepare some handouts by themselves, and lead the class to discuss a specific 
topic of his/her own choice. The lessons I observed discussed topics as diverse as money 
management, love, traffic regulation, and others. So I began wondering how they decided on 
what topic to discuss, what to teach, particularly if they taught the same class of students. I posed 
this question to Jason after observing one of his lessons. I simply said ‘I am wondering what if 
you three teachers happen to choose the same topic’. He replied quite frankly ‘Well, we are 
supposed to circulate what we would teach, it’s good to know what each other is going to talk 
about, but nobody does that’(field note, 26 July 2011). 

So compared with English lessons in public educational institutions where teaching proceeds 
according to official syllabuses and guidelines (c.f. Pérez-Milans 2013), the classroom teaching 
seemed less regulated, if not slack, at this school. But this seemingly deregulated language 
teaching was at the same time strictly monitored through the implementation of an ‘English Only’ 
policy. Around the campus, ‘language policemen’, as they called it, would patrol the buildings 
and issue a warning for the culpable behavior of speaking Chinese. And apart from classroom 
lessons, a variety of school activities were also provided to maximize students’ interaction with 
foreigners, including Social Night, Sightseeing, and VIP tutoring session. At Social Night, a 
weekly activity with different themes such as singing, quiz games or speech competition, 
teachers would either act as judges or simply be part of the audience enjoying the free beer that 
was always provided for them by the school. Sightseeing was also occasionally organized, in 
which both teachers and students could participate. As Jason said, there were always enormous 
opportunities to practise by simply going out and talking with foreign travelers.  
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In this way, students were expected not only to learn from teachers inside the classroom, but 
also to take the initiative to explore the many opportunities in Yangshuo, as Philip, the English 
language teacher from Canada, said about learning English here: 

  
‘if someone really wants to learn English, you have all the chance in the world to practice 
their English, you know. You can go to a bar, you know, to chat with different kind of traveler 
every day, and at the school they can speak English 8 hours a day, even when outside the 
class, they speak English with us, we speak English with them. So er it’s a big opportunity for 
them’.  
As can be seen, learning English in Yangshuo was not regulated by explicit syllabuses or 

guidelines (c.f. Pérez-Milans 2012), but was strictly monitored through the ‘English Only’ rule in 
order to maximize English speaking opportunities for students. However, this seemingly 
abundant opportunity to use and practice English, anywhere inside or outside campus, was still 
constrained, as we shall see.  

 
 

4.2 Intrusive exploitations of interaction: Foreigners’ perspectives  
 
Yangshuo people had a name for foreigners who stayed in Yangshuo for quite some time: local 
foreigners (本地老外 běndì lăowài). Having lived here long enough, local foreigners were active 
participants in the social and touristic life around Yangshuo and, to some extent, belonged to the 
Yangshuo community and knew it quite well. Peter, the English teacher from the US, had stayed 
at this school for the longest period of time among all the teachers I knew. This was his second 
time teaching at Samuel’s, amounting to a total of about two years. In reply to my question ‘why 
do you think here it has so many language schools?’, he said:  
  

Extract 13 
 
Well, I think first, it is a tourist area. So it attracted some foreign tourists. And then they start 
to develop like a really small foreign culture. So it started to become an easy place to practice 
your English. Because you know, one of the things I tell the students here, you know, the best 
way to learn English or learn any language is by immersion. That’s how I learn a little bit of 
Chinese and Japanese, just because I was lucky enough to live in those two countries. So I 
said the best way is actually go to England, or Australia, or America, or something like that. 
But if you can’t do that, then you should go to like a bar, in West Street. Maybe you know, 
you can just buy a beer for a foreigner, and try to have a conversation with them, something 
like. So it’s an easy place for them to practice. So people who want to study English are 
obviously attracted to this place.  
 
Drawing on his own language learning experience, Peter compared going to bars with 

immersion learning, and justified this by comparing to his own learning of Chinese in China and 
Japanese in Japan. But since Peter had already mentioned to me during our interview at an earlier 
point that what he was ‘just interested in rock climbing’, and ‘not some person interested in bars, 
clubs’, I asked further: 

 
Extract 14 
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Shuang: I think just now you mentioned you would suggest your students to go to the bars 

to talk with foreigners, and 
Peter: yeap. 
Shuang: but you yourself don’t go there, right? 
Peter: em. 
Shuang: I’m wondering whether you have the experience of you are kind of walking or, 

walking on the street, and eating somewhere at the restaurant, and someone try to 
talk to you, to practice their English? 

Peter: yeap. This has happened many times. 
Shuang: many times? 
Peter: yeap. 
Shuang: em, so how do you feel? 
Peter: em. Well, usually I don’t have time, right, and I would say I’m sorry but I’m 

going somewhere, sorry I can’t. But sometimes, if I have some free time, it’s a, 
it’s a good opportunity for me, also to try to practice some Chinese. So if they 
want to come and talk to me, that’s okay, but I would prefer to speak just in 
Chinese, you know, well, if I can. So it’s a good opportunity for me to practice 
also. But, to be honest, I don’t think I’m not a very outgoing kind of person. Em, 
so I don’t know. It’s not, I’m usually not really excited. I mean if I want to do this, 
it’s very easy for me to go to West Street and find someone, like a Chinese person 
to talk to. But I don’t really like this environment, so I don’t know. I don’t usually 
have conversations like this, with er people who want to practice this English. But 
I think maybe maybe some other foreigners are little bit more outgoing, em, 
especially people that are here for a shorter time, and maybe they’re interested 
having this kind of experience you know, maybe it’s more suitable for them.  

 
While Peter considered talking to foreigners as the second best way (as opposed to going to 

England, Australia etc.) to learn English, here he excluded himself from his own proposal by 
saying that ‘I’m not a very outgoing kind of person’ and that this might be something others 
might have interest in (‘some other foreigners are little bit more outgoing’; ‘maybe they’re 
interested having this kind of experience’). This contradictory self-exclusion, as we shall see, 
was not simply a matter of temperament (‘outgoing’ or not), as Peter himself claimed. When he 
added that ‘especially people that are here for a shorter time’ would be interested, he seemed to 
imply that if they stayed longer, foreigners would know better why they were constantly  
approached for a talk in English, including teachers themselves. So exactly what kind of 
interactions did students and teachers have, and why would teachers tend to avoid such 
interactions?  

One afternoon, I was sitting on a bench outside the school building, having a small chat with a 
couple of teachers. Several students then walked out from the building and eagerly ‘helloed’ to 
join the conversation. ‘Not a moment’s break’, Philip whispered helplessly to another teacher, 
Sam. When the students came over and sat down, one of them asked Sam with not so fluent 
English, ‘Are you a new teacher? Because I haven’t seen you before’. ‘I’ve been here for about 
one week’, he replied, ‘and you?’ ‘I am an old student. I have been here for for three three three 
weeks’. Obviously, she was searching for the word ‘week’. ‘I thought you were going to say 
three months’, he looked at Philip and they grinned to each other (field note, 8 July 2011). 
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Seeing this, I was reminded of the interview I had with Sam several days earlier (4 July 2011). 
Reflecting on his experience of being approached just for a talk in English, he said  

 
Extract 15 
 
‘Sometimes talking to a person with low English competence can be stressful. You have to 
change your mind a little bit. You know, you have to think slower, and talk slower, and listen 
very carefully, and it’s like teaching, you know. Sometimes you feel like if you get paid’.  
 
As he finished, he looked at me with an awkward smile. On the one hand, he did teach at the 

language school and got paid for his work. Yet on the other hand, being constantly approached 
for a talk in English outside his official teaching hours made him feel being unreasonably 
exploited for his linguistic capital. Adjusting to the interlocutor’s pace of talk (‘think slower, talk 
slower’), being more attentive  (‘listen very carefully’) and spending greater efforts to figure out 
meanings of interaction (‘change your mind a little bit’), these otherwise unnecessary 
accommodations made interacting with students seem like doing extra work without payment 
(‘sometimes you feel like if you get paid’). In this sense, while teaching English here was just a 
means for Sam to get some extra money in order to better enjoy traveling around Yangshuo, his 
very presence in Yangshuo turned out to be a fact to be further utilized – a compromised use of 
linguistic capital that he had to, and chose to, live with.  

This is not to say that interactions between students and teachers could never be pleasant. 
During Social Night events, for instance, I always saw students and teachers interact and even 
pose for photos together. These happy moments were also published on the school’s website. My 
initial thought about the Social Events was that it was nice that the school organized these varied 
kinds of activities. At least, compared with lessons inside the classrooms, activities like quizzes, 
speech competitions and singing competitions seemed to be more interesting for both the 
students and the teachers. Or they were at least for me. 

One day after school, I was sitting by the river with Philip, and somehow (or maybe 
intentionally on my part) we started chatting about his work at the school. At one point, I 
mentioned that the school seemed to have many interesting activities, like the Social Night. 
Hearing this, he immediately gave me a serious look and asked rhetorically ‘what do you think 
the Social Night is about?’ ‘It’s just for the students to have more chance to speak with 
foreigners, you know’, he answered himself in a complaining tone. ‘All the students come to you 
and talk. The school just wants to make them happy. That’s the secret!’ (field note, 9 July 2011). 
Indeed, that day immediately after my interview with Peter, I asked whether he was going 
upstairs to the Social Night. ‘Yes, I will’, he replied. As he finished his banana and threw the 
peel into the wastebasket, he added, ‘you know, I wanted to start our interview earlier because 
they [the school] just told me this afternoon, they want me to be the judge of the speech 
competition [the theme of that day’s Social Night]. I definitely wouldn’t go if they hadn’t asked 
me’ (field note, 14 July 2011).  

As we see, putting on a smiling face and actively interacting with students was the inevitable 
cost that these foreign teachers had to pay for utilizing their own linguistic capital as English 
teachers. But even in their personal time when socializing in bars, they tended to be constantly 
disturbed by conversation seekers. In the extract below, I talked about this with Steve when he 
raised the issue of always ‘bumping into’ students at bars:  
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Extract 16  
(Interview with Steve, English language teacher from Ireland) 
 
Shuang: You just mentioned at the bars, there are many Chinese students, so have they 

ever tried to talk to you in English? 
Steve: sure, yeah. 
Shuang: how do you feel? 
Steve: I am talking to one now. @@ I am joking. … Of course, you are always, I mean, 

you gonna talk to people, and chances are that some of them are going to be 
students; some of them are going to be on holidays. En, yeah, that’s fine maybe. I 
mean they usually, er, you bumped into them, or after school you see them there. 

Shuang: so why do you think the Chinese students love going there? 
Steve: maybe because there’s western people speaking English, they want to practice 

their English. They want to experience more of our culture, where we are more 
relaxed and maybe comfortable. That’s why. If I was Chinese, that’s why I go.  

Shuang: do you think it’s kind of boring to have a conversation with them? 
Steve: of course not. If they are talking rubbish, then yeah, but they are not, you know. I 

mean, it all depends on the individual. I’ve talked to so many. They just so, 
maybe they’ve got very little English, or maybe they are just repeating themselves, 
of course, that’s boring. I don’t want to, it’s now my social time. I have got no 
time teaching them English, so people like them, you know, I’ll just finish the 
conversation, and talk to my friends or someone else. But, if somebody is willing, 
or you can have a laugh you can have a joke with somebody, of course I will 
speak, but if it’s too much work, and I am not interested, well then no, it’s my 
time off, I’m gonna have fun. But I won’t be rude.  

 
Here, Steve first attempted to avoid directly answering my question by invoking my Chinese 

identity (‘I am talking to one now’) in a joking manner, and then provided a more or less neutral 
answer ‘that’s fine maybe’. But after my further inquires, he acknowledged that while there 
might be interesting conversations wherein ‘you can have a laugh you can have a joke’, he also 
had ‘talked to so many’ who had ‘very little English and kept ‘repeating themselves’. In such 
situations, he would thus have to try to exit from the conversations to safeguard his own social 
time (‘it’s now my social time. I have got no time teaching them English’ ‘it’s my time off, I’m 
gonna have fun’).  

So overall, on the one hand, we see that for foreign teachers, their English acquired economic 
value in this English Corner that might not be available to them in their home countries 
(Blommaert et al 2005; Cho 2012), and they could take on English teaching jobs to finance their 
touristic interests in Yangshuo.  But on the other, the control of their own linguistic capital was 
limited in certain ways, because they had to constantly deal with students both around and 
outside campus who wanted to practise English with them. Making the effort either to patiently 
try to understand their interlocutors or to find an exit from undesirable conversations thus 
became a dilemma inherent in optimizing their own linguistic capital.  

While foreign teachers were generally the easiest to meet and talk with on a daily basis, there 
were also other foreigners who could serve as potential interlocutors for English students. As 
already mentioned, it was the opportunity to practise English everywhere and anywhere in 
Yangshuo that attracted students in the first place (section 4.1). Kay, who came from South 
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Africa and had been running his coffee shop here since 2010, told me how over time he had 
learnt to avoid such interactions: 

  
Extract 17  
(Interview with Kay, South African, at his coffee shop) 
 
Shuang: When you walk around here, have you ever been stopped for a talk in English? 
Kay: Yes. Many times. 
Shuang: so, what they are trying to talk with you? 
Kay: erm most of them, it’s basically very basic English; some of the time, they’ve got 

projects from the schools. And there’s one project. One school makes them collect 
names. Just every day they have to collect either 18 or 20 names.  

Shuang: oh, foreigners’ names? 
Kay: yes.  
Shuang: for what? 
Kay: as far as I can see, it’s only, it’s just attempt to create interaction, to have them 

speak with foreigners. But all they do, they walk up to you, and they say, please 
write your name, your email, maybe and little comments in a small book.  

Shuang: okay. 
Kay: that’s what they want.  Some of the students want to speak to you. But when you 

do speak with them, [it’s] very basic, and it becomes boring very quickly.  
Shuang: @ 
Kay: It’s short questions. They always ask where are you from? do you like china? how 

many cities have you been to in china? how many countries have you been to? 
and so, it’s just, it tends to be quite boring.  

Shuang: okay, so do you just try to avoid them? 
Kay: probably for the first year here, I didn’t try to avoid them. But now, I do. Yes.  
 
While these pseudo-attempts for interaction (‘please write your name, your email, maybe and 

little comments’) or repetitive simple questions (‘where are you from? do you like China? how 
many cities have you been to in China? how many countries have you been to?’) on the street 
made talking with students rather dull and boring, there were also other concerns for him. Since 
he ran this coffee shop, there were also regular customers who would come and speak to him 
‘just as a foreigner’, as he told me below: 

 
Extract 18  
 
Kay: There are a couple that come in and just want to speak to me, just as a foreigner. 

Er originally I used to give them a lot more time, I talk with them maybe for half 
an hour, now talk maybe three or four minutes,  

Shuang: okay 
Kay: but but otherwise just take too much time.  
Shuang: why do you think they want to talk with you? 
Kay: er, for just practice their English. For a lot of people they’ve never spoken to a 

foreigner, even in Yangshuo many people never actually spoken to foreigner.  
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And to make the story more complicated, there were also people who wanted to work for him 
because he ‘always speak[s] English, because customers speak English’:  

 
Extract 19 
 
Shuang: em for your employees, you are, the waiter or waitress here, do you require them 

to speak English?  
Kay: it’s important that there is always a person here that can speak English, but you 

don’t need anybody to speak English. Er, all the people that have worked here 
have been learning English  

Shuang: okay 
Kay: so generally they work here more to practice their English than to earn money.  
Shuang: more to practice their English than earn money? 
Kay: yes.  
Shuang: really? 
Kay: yes. A lot of, a lot of students in Yangshuo work at, work at bars, work at 

restaurants because they just want to be in a place where people do speak English. 
They want to be here because I always speak English, because customers speak 
English. It’s good, it’s just practice for their English….a lot of people, a lot of 
students especially, a lot of people ask to be volunteers  

Shuang: really? 
Kay: yes. They asked to, they say they’ll work for free 
Shuang: oh, for free? 
Kay: yes. 
Shuang: so you love that? 
Kay: well, no. it’s actually not good. At first I said okay, but they don’t last. They, they 

may work for one day, they only want to do the nice work, they don’t want to do 
the bad work. They don’t want to wash the cups. They only want to make the 
coffees, and serve the customers. Er, we’ve tried that. It’s not good. So even now 
if a person comes and said I want to work for free, I’d say you can work, but I’ll 
pay you. 

Shuang: that means you can have more requirements on them? 
Kay: yes.  
 
Kay had stayed in Yangshuo partly for its nice countryside scenery and simple lifestyle. But 

different from the teachers, he had no intention of making use of his English as linguistic capital. 
Nevertheless, in this English Corner where English is commodified for language learning, he 
was also subjected to the prevalent demand for improving spoken English, being constantly 
approached on the street and inside his own coffee shop. While this might not completely work 
against him because he could even get free labor, this seemingly nice offer didn’t always work 
well when work itself had become a means to the end of learning English.  
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4.3 Excitements, frustrations, and strategies: Students’ perspectives 
 
For students, this opportunity of talking to foreigners was the very reason they had come to 
Yangshuo in the first place. But since, as we have already seen, their potential interlocutors 
might or might not be ready to talk with them, they always encountered difficulties in either 
initiating or sustaining conversations. Mary, who had studied at the school for about half a year, 
described trying to speak with foreigners for the first time as follows:  

 
Extract 20  
(Interview with Mary, 27yrs old, salesperson and human resource personnel working in 
Guangdong; had been studying in Yangshuo for half a year) 
 
Mary: nervous, not know how to express my meaning, just one word, one word, very 

slowly. The foreign friend is very friendly. He also know a little Chinese. So we 
talk for half an hour. 

Shuang: where? 
Mary: [name of bar]. But I say English sentence, very little. The other classmate together. 

We play the card, joker [poker?], finally we sing songs. I sing Chinese songs. And 
he sing English songs.  

Shuang: how do you think of the first conversation with foreigners? 
Mary: exciting. We are still contacting each other. He’s from Australian. Now he’s in 

Shantou, and we Skype.  
Shuang: you really find a good friend, right?  
Mary: but sometimes I can’t find the topic to talk, half an hour, and don’t know how to 

continue.  
Shuang: do you have the experience, the foreigner say, oh no sorry,  
Mary: yes, many times. Because they know we want to practice our English, so they go 

away.  
 
Here we see that while Mary only managed to speak only a little English (‘just one word, one 

word, very slowly’, ‘I say English sentence, very little’), she characterized her experience as 
‘exciting’. Yet at the same time, she also encountered the problems of not knowing what to talk 
about or simply being ignored. Tina, who had been studying here for about two months, also 
recounted similar experiences of not knowing how to carry the conversation further. Since she 
had always wanted to talk to foreigners, she considered not being able to sustain the conversation 
a ‘pity’: 

 
Extract 21 
(Interview with Tina, 22yrs old, salesperson working in Guangdong; had been studying in 
Yangshuo for two months) 
 
Shuang: you just said on [name of road] sometimes there are many foreigners there, and, 

for you to talk to them in English 
Tina: But sometimes I don’t have enough communicate with them, I have not enough 

topic to talk with them, and they will feel very boring, and @@ go away @@.  
Shuang: okay, can you tell me more about this experience? 
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Tina: em, sometimes, for example, we sit in the bar and with my classmates, and the 
foreigner just came here and said ‘hello’, and I then I say ‘hello’, and then we 
have no topic@@ Sometimes I think it’s very embarrassing, because we can’t 
communicate with them, oh my god, what a pity, because we want so much to 
talk with them.  

 
Many students, just like Tina and Mary, were eager to talk to foreigners, but yet always had 

difficulties either in finding someone to talk with (‘Because they know we want to practise our 
English, so they go away’; ‘they will feel very boring, and @@ go away @@’), or in knowing 
how to continue the conversation (‘don’t know how to continue’; ‘we have no topic@@ 
Sometimes I think it’s very embarrassing’). However, Carl, who has been studying here for 
about two months, had come up with some strategies for finding the right foreigner to talk with: 

 
Extract 22 
(Interview with Carl, 28yrs old, business owner from Guangdong; had been studying in 
Yangshuo for two months) 
 
Carl: I usually go to bar, conversation with foreigner 
Shuang: oh, really, how was that? 
Carl: en, so so  
Shuang: how did you try to start talking with them? 
Carl: em I think foreigners em like beer, er he he usually oftenly sit in 

bar, er only drink beer, 我可以过去跟他聊天，外国人一般不会拒绝 [I can walk over 
and talk to him, foreigners don’t decline generally].  

Shuang: how do you usually start? 
Carl: er he is very very polite,  
Shuang: polite? 
Carl: em polite, polite. Em, er, if he only sit here, 他一般不会拒绝嫋 [Usually he will not 

decline]   
Shuang: so what do you usually talk with them? 
Carl: em? 
Shuang: what do you talk about? 

Carl: talk about China, Yangshuo, foreign country, emmmm, 气候怎么说？[What’s 
‘climate’ in English?]  

Shuang: climate? 

Carl: oh, climate, climate, 反正很多 [anyway, a lot]   

Shuang： do you think that’s helpful 

Carl： yeah, help, helpful. … I came with my friends, four or three together, 
conversation with foreign, foreigner, if I I only talk with foreigner, er, @@ I I 
speak a little time, I talked a little time 只能说一会，然01就没什么说的了 ，一般是 3媾
4 个人一起，这个不会那个说一下,这样会时间长一点吧，如果我一个人在那跟他说的话，
说两句，不知道说哪里去@@  [ I can only speak for a little while, and then have 
nothing to say. So usually we three or four people go together. If one person 
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doesn’t know what to say, then another person can try to say something. This way, 
we can talk for a longer time. If I were there alone talking with him, maybe after 
two sentences, I don’t know what to say next @@] … If many people together, 我
不会过去 [I won’t go], if em, he only sit one there, em maybe @@ talk with 
foreigner  

Shuang: en, you mean en you see the foreigner alone, one person, she or he alone, you will 
try to talk with them? 

Carl: yes. 
Shuang: that’s quite a clever way of starting a conversation. 
Carl: quite …clever? 
Shuang: clever, you know clever? 
Carl: oh yes.  
Shuang: I mean you are clever to find that kind of foreigner to…so who got this idea, your 

teacher told you?  
Carl: Yangshuo's students er all know. 都知道[Everybody knows]. Maybe students come 

to Yangshuo, study English because there’s there're a lot of foreigner in Yangshuo, 
so there are a lot of em English school in Yangshuo.  

Shuang: em.  
 
Here, Carl opted for the strategy of finding foreigners sitting alone, who tended to be more 

easily approached than those with friends; also he would go together with several other 
classmates so that there might always be someone to fill in the otherwise embarrassing silent 
moments. Another student Lora, having studied for about four months, had come up with a 
different way to learn. While not being able to say much or anything, simply sitting there for her 
was a good way to practise listening:  

 
Extract 23  
(Interview with Lora, 24yrs old, logistics worker in Guangdong, now planning to be a 
salesperson; had been studying in Yangshuo for four months) 
 
Lora: if you go to bar, there are a lot of foreigner. We always go to [name] bar, and now 

we also go to [name] bar. Just follow them [my friends] to go to the bar. 
Sometimes we just talk about job, and habit. … foreign people also talk about 
travelling. When I went [name] bar, I just sat there quietly and listen to others, 
classmate. Said nothing. I didn’t say anything.  

Shuang: why? 
Lora: I can’t listen clearly, listen, listen@@ … even though I can’t speak, but I can 

listen, I believe several times later you can speak and your listening will be better.  
 
Another student, Lucy, chose to take a different way to talk with foreigners by planning to 

work in West Street after finishing her study at the school: 
 
Extract 24 
(Interview with Lucy, 28yrs old, housewife, now planning to look for a job; had been 
studying in Yangshuo for five months) 
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Lucy:  maybe after I study here, maybe I will find a part-time job here at some beer bar, 
about one month or two months, just to practice my oral English, and then go 
back to my home, find a good job. 

Shuang: okay, you are planning that? 
Lucy: yeah. first, I need learn some new vocabulary, you must, if you have talk, if you 

go to the bar, you must talk about different parts, low, you must er involve 
different parts, different industry, you must learn some vocabulary about this, this 
industry, so for me, now I must learn something, and enlarge my, enrich my 
knowledge.  

Shuang: okay, do you think you have a better chance to get the job at the bar than others? 
Lucy: might be. because you know, in West Street, there are a lot of the hotel, and the 

bar, and the shop, so they want to hire someone who can speak English, it’s, it’s 
easy to attract the foreign customers, because you know when you when you, the 
foreign customer, the foreigner customer want to buy something, you can 
communicate with them, there and then you can sell something, you can profit, 
you can make money. This very re, re energy 

Shuang: do you have an idea which bar you want to go to? 
Lucy: do you know there is a small hotel, [hotel name, a hotel with roof bar]?  
Shuang: oh, yeah. 
Lucy: you know, you know as waitress, you can talk with foreigners for free, you know 
Shuang: there are many foreigners? 
Lucy: yeah, maybe as a waitress because you can work there, and you will get friends 

with customers, not customers, travelers. You can talk with them, you know.  
Shuang: okay 
Lucy: but if you work at some restaurant, my everyday you must wash plate, or clean 

the house, and table, you do not have so many chances to talk with foreigners. But 
if you work in a hotel, it’s different.     

 
Here, we see that students were eager to practise their English but at the same time were 

constantly frustrated by an inability to sustain long conversations, or simply by being ignored by 
foreigners. However, these difficulties were tackled by some students strategically manipulating 
the structure of conversation – multiple people engaging in conversations with solo travelers, 
adopting the more passive role of a quiet listener so as to improve listening over time, or even 
adopting a different method by working at West Street.  
 
 
5. Talking to Foreigners: A Precarious Genre 
 
So far, I have spent quite some length describing how the so-called ‘biggest English Corner in 
China’ was established in the first place and how it works. Based on a folk method called the 
‘FACES successful English learning method’, this English Corner gained popularity by 
providing an otherwise unavailable opportunity to practise English with foreigners. I have also 
shown how interactions between foreigners and language learners often involved tension for both 
parties. On the one hand, foreigners who felt the conversation was simple and boring would look 
for an exit from the conversation, or, as they learned better, would simply keep students at bay, 
in order to avoid being exploited for their linguistic capital. On the other hand, students would 
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find ways to talk with foreigners, and failing to do so could be a source of regret. This constant 
search for an exit from conversations by one party, combined with the more or less persistent 
effort to engage in conversation by the other, is what I would like to characterize as interactional 
straining. This is meant to describe the clashing effort each party spends on negotiating or 
manipulating potential interaction, strategically entering into, sustaining, avoiding, or exiting 
from encounters, regardless of whether conversation actually occurs (ignored or not), how it 
proceeds (boring or not), and how it ends (sustained or not). There is an obvious mismatch, 
though students can also successfully pass as legitimate interlocutors on some occasions. So how 
to make sense of this tension? And how is such interactional straining related to the image of an 
entrepreneurial self for these working professionals? In this section, I first explain how tensions 
around the interaction between students and foreigners can be interpreted as a clash of activity 
types (Levinson 1979), and then show the implications of interactional straining for 
understanding ‘self-enterprise and self reflexivity’ (Ong 2008: 184) in a neoliberalizing China. 

First, claiming that students had poor linguistic competence only provides a partial 
explanation. While some students did need to look for the right expressions or had to repeat 
themselves (e.g. see extract 15), there were also cases when students could somehow sustain 
conversations for a period of time, according both to foreigners and to students themselves (e.g. 
see extracts 18, 22). Actually some students who had arrived with little English told me they 
would only start finding foreigners to talk with after learning more English. Also, saying that 
students have poor social skills fails to account for the fact that some students were well aware 
that ‘they may feel we are boring’ (see extracts 20, 21), and some were able to come up with 
strategies to avoid potential interactional breakdown (e.g. extract 22).  

The tension involved in these conversations, I would suggest, arises from the different ways 
the interlocutors involved conceptualized the potential interactions on hand, including what topic 
might be relevant (e.g. extract 17), how the conversation should proceed (e.g. extract 16), and 
most important of all, what the purposes of these interactions were (e.g. extract 17). All these can 
actually be explained by drawing on Levinson’s concept of activity type, which  

 
‘refers to any culturally recognized activity … whose local members are goal-defined, 
socially constituted, bounded, events with constraints on participants, setting, and so on, but 
above all on the kinds of allowable contributions’ (Levinson 1979: 368, italics original). 
 
And ultimately it is the purpose/goal of the activity that constrains what counts as allowable 

contributions:  
 
In general wherever possible I would like to view these structural elements as rationally and 
functionally adapted to the point or goal of the activity in question, that is the function or 
functions that members of the society see the activity as having. (Levinson 1979: 369, italics 
original).  
 
We have seen in Section 4 that for foreigners, socializing around Yangshuo in their private 

free time meant having fun and enjoying themselves, or in the case of Kay, having casual talk 
with customers was part of his business life. But for students, hanging out round with foreigners 
was less about simply relaxing and having fun, and more about strategically exploiting the 
opportunities of practising spoken English through what seemed like a casual talk, sometimes to 
the point of going beyond ‘allowable contributions’ to a casual conversation (Levinson 1979). 
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Due to the limitations of my data, which consist of reports of interaction elicited in interviews, I 
do not have the evidential base that would allow me to pinpoint the exact interactional details, 
showing how these structural constraints were manipulated or violated. But generally speaking, 
we can safely say that it was this talking at cross-purposes that posed potential conflicts in 
interaction. 

Meanwhile, although there might be interactional difficulties due to conflicting orientations to 
activity type within the same encounter, we have also seen that there were cases where students 
got to manage the interaction more or less successfully. If different activity types have 
constraints on allowable verbal contributions, then exactly how did some interactions manage to 
pass as legitimate? To answer this question, a more nuanced understanding of interactional 
activities is required, and I will suggest an explanation by drawing on Goffman (1963) for a 
depiction of how verbal communication is regulated and structured in public places.   

First, physical co-presence in public places makes people accessible to each other for 
potential interaction, though there are regulations regarding how this accessibility should be 
managed (Goffman 1963: 22). Whether around campus outside of class hours, on the street, or in 
bars, both foreigners and students were in an open position, that is, they were accessible for 
interaction, though this was based on the assumption of mutual goodwill and that no one should 
be forced into conversations or presumptuous overtures (Goffman 1963:134-136). In particular, 
‘persons sitting at the bar in a tavern are, by customary rule, in an especially open position 
relative to those sitting next to them’ (Goffman 1963: 134), and this explains why bars tended to 
be a place mentioned both by foreigners and students as one of the most accessible places to find 
someone to talk with (see e.g. extracts 12, 20). Sitting there alone in particular might make one 
more accessible to interaction (extract 22). 

Second, while there are social regulations in managing this accessibility, possible gains from 
engaging in conversations might well encourage people to adopt strategies so as to accomplish 
uninformed ends (Goffman 1963: 139). In other words, despite the constraints on possible 
contributions, there might often be leeway for strategic manipulation and intervention. This is 
made possible partly because there are often multi-activities going on within the same episode, 
as Goffman explains below: 

 
‘Men and animals have a capacity to divide their attention into main and side involvements. A 
main involvement is one that absorbs the major part of an individual’s attention and interest, 
visibly forming the principal current determinant of his actions. A side involvement is an 
activity that an individual can carry on in an abstracted fashion without threatening or 
confusing simultaneous maintenance of a main involvement. Whether momentary or 
continuous, simple or complicated, these side activities appear to constitute a kind of fugue-
like dissociation of minor muscular activity from the main line of an individual’s action. 
Humming while working and knitting while listening are examples’ (Goffman 1963: 43, 
italics original). 
‘Along with the distinction between main and side involvements, we must make another that 
can easily be confused with the first. We must distinguish between dominant and subordinate 
involvements. A dominating involvement is one whose claims upon an individual the social 
occasion obliges him to be ready to recognize; a subordinate involvement is one he is allowed 
to sustain only to a degree, and during the time, that his attention is patently not required by 
the involvement that dominates him. Subordinate involvements are sustained in a muted, 
modulated, and intermittent fashion, expressing in their style a continuous regard and 
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deference for the official, dominating activity at hand. Thus, while waiting to see an official, 
an individual may converse with a friend, read a magazine, or doodle with a pencil, sustaining 
these engrossing claims on attention only until his turn is called, when he is obliged to put 
aside his time-passing activity even though it is unfinished’ (Goffman 1963: 44, italics 
original). 
 
For students, having conversation with foreigners was a multi-task that they set for 

themselves. While they might also drink and socialize with each other, once opportunities were 
available for practising English – when the loud music stopped or they saw foreigners sitting 
there alone by themselves – they might engage themselves in the task of practising English. 
During these interactions, practising spoken English might be a side involvement carried out in a 
non-intrusive and innocent manner; or there might be occasions when learning English became 
the main and dominant activity, as when students asked for the repetition or spelling of words. 
This could result in complaints from foreigners as to whether such interactions were part of work 
or social time (extracts 15, 16).  

Third, on a related note, some conversations could pass because the same genre can always be 
used for different purposes. For example, when students choose to work at the bars, serving the 
customers then becomes an easily accessible chance to speak and practise their English (extract 
24). As Bauman (1999: 86) observes, ‘certain genres may become the object of special 
ideological focus’. Indeed, ‘it would be misleading … to assume … that there is a one-to-one 
correlation between genres and speech events20’ (Bauman 1999: 85). So these supposedly casual 
conversations might well be strategically manipulated and employed for unexpected generic 
purposes, including practicing spoken English.  

Fourth, it takes experience for people to know what kind of social situation they are actually 
engaged in, what the goals of supposedly casual social encounters can be. Over time, the 
innocence of these encounters tends to be threatened because of prior experience of being 
intrusively exploited (c.f. Goffman 1963: 141-142). This partly explains how teachers 
themselves, with prior knowledge of this somehow spoilt interaction, would refrain from such 
undertakings themselves, but would ‘kindly’ suggest to students that they should go to talk 
someone who they might never see again (see extracts 12, 13).  

All in all, talking to foreigners, as we have seen, turned out to be a precarious genre. In order 
to practise English with foreigners, students were caught in interactional straining. They had to 
carefully manage the seemingly convenient accessibility of foreigners, exploit opportunities 
amid constraints, and skillfully sustain the conversation, so as to preempt possible avoidance and 
being ignored. This way of learning English differs from English learning within formal 
educational institutions in China, wherein learning tends to be exam-oriented and  the learning 
process is subjected to more or less regimented procedures and guidelines (Pan and Block 2011; 
Peréz-Milans 2013). Learning English in Yangshuo corresponded more to the model of a 
proactive and self-responsible learner, for whom the neoliberal logic of autonomy and self-
government gets ‘incorporated into the common-sense way’ of interpreting and living the world 

                                                 

20 Speech event is more or less an equivalent term to activity type, as Levinson (1979: 367-368) explained: ‘There 
are various terms that are employed by sociologists and anthropologists engaged in the study of language usage 
which are roughly equivalent, especially “speech event” and “episode”. My notion is to be preferred for present 
purposes because it refers to any culturally recognized activity, whether or not that activity is co-extensive with a 
period of speech or indeed whether any talk takes place in it at all’. 
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(Harvey 2005: 5, as cited in Holborow 2012: 42; see also Park 2010: 28). And these constraints 
and tensions, as observed here, derived not from misunderstanding or breakdown in intercultural 
communication involving foreign language users (c.f. Kramsch and Boner 2010; Kramsch and 
Thorne 2002), but from clash of communicative goals which both parties in interaction might 
well be aware of. For English language learners in particular, their involvement in, and 
navigation of, the tensions inherent in interactional straining showed that they were knowing 
subjects who, despite potential ambivalence and constraints, worked out strategies and took the 
initiative for self-care and personal development (Foucault 1988; Ong 2007, 2008). So, as they 
sought to explore these language learning opportunities amid constraints in this English Corner, 
the students exemplifed proactive English learning an essential aspect of the technology of self 
(Foucault 1988). 

 
 

6. Conclusion  
 
In this paper, I have shown how the English language in Yangshuo has come to acquire 
economic value in the turn towards a market economy through neoliberalism as exception (Ong 
2006). From the establishment of the first private language school in 1993 to what is now said to 
be the ‘biggest English Corner’ in China, Yangshuo has experimented with commodifying 
English and then managed moving subjects – international travelers – who embody the valuable 
resource of English. Learning English in Yangshuo is justified through a widely mediatized folk 
language method, the so-called FACES successful learning method, and its popularity reflects 
the changing ideologies of English in a globalizing China where English is becoming an index of 
middle class professional identity. Specifically, the language learners in my research, coming 
from the competitive labor market and working in lower middle class positions in small scale 
international companies, belonged to the ever increasing middle class workforce in China as they 
worked hard to secure a better position up the social ladder.  

I have also shown that the seemingly endless opportunities to interact with foreigners, 
anywhere and anytime in Yangshuo, are actually constrained. Foreigners might find the 
conversation too simple, repetitive or boring to be continued, or as they gradually know better, 
might simply try to avoid such interactions.  Students, on the other hand, have learnt to come up 
with strategies to initiate or sustain conversations. This constant manipulation of interaction is 
what I have called interactional straining. Being proactive English learners, seeking and utilizing 
interactional opportunities amid constraints in Yangshuo, the students correspond to the image of 
a neoliberal self who makes calculative decision, takes initiatives and risks, and explores 
opportunities for self-improvement. 
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